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A B S T R A C T

Aim of the present study is to investigate synthesis of novel hydrogel as a potential protein carrier, intended for
controlled release formulation. The hydrophilic bovine serum albumin (BSA) was chosen as a model protein to
be encapsulated within xanthan gum (XG)/poly (N‑vinyl imidazole (PVI) hydrogel. Both XG/PVI hydrogel and
XG/PVI/BSA matrix structures were elucidated via different analysis tools such as FTIR, XRD, FE-SEM and EDX.
Both BSA loading and release profiles were determined. Cytotoxicity of XG/PVI hydrogel was investigated
against normal cell line (VERO cells). The obtained results revealed that % Drug (BSA) loading (% DL) and
Encapsulation Efficiency (% EE) increased with increasing both gelation time and loaded BSA concentration,
while %DL and %EE decreased with increasing the polymer concentration. The maximum value of %DL and %EE
was 59.50% and 99.17%, respectively. Results of in-vitro BSA release in PBS showed that increase in the polymer
(XG and PVI) concentrations led to increase in BSA release. Kinetic studies of the in-vitro release of BSA from
XG/PVI/BSA matrix followed non-Fickian and case II transport mechanism. Moreover, Cytotoxicity results
showed good biocompatibility of this novel hydrogel. SDS-PAGE analysis confirmed that the structural integrity
of BSA was not affected by the encapsulation or release conditions. Consequently, this novel hydrogel can be
used as an efficient BSA carrier for protein delivery.

1. Introduction

The oral delivery of different therapeutic proteins is difficult due to
their hydrophilicity, large size, and instability [1]. Protein instability is
one of the major causes that is why biologically active proteins are
preferably administered as injection rather than taken orally [2]. The
main problems for the stability of orally administered proteins are the
acid catalyzed degradation in stomach, poor permeability across the
gastrointestinal mucosa and first pass metabolism during transfer across
the absorption barrier in the liver. Thus, the development of sustained
release parenteral dosage forms for protein delivery becomes necessary
to overcome the problems of patient incompliance and inconvenience,
so the therapy is required over months and years in chronic diseases
[3].

Bovine serum albumin, BSA, is a hydrophilic protein. Recently,
many researchers had selected BSA as protein model because it has
good properties as biodegradability, biocompatibility, good stability,
low toxicity, non-immunogenicity and low cost. BSA is similar to
human serum albumin (HSA), a transport protein in human blood [4,5].

Different natural and synthetic polymers have been investigated for
the controlled release of proteins. Different procedures are employed to

incorporate proteins into a polymeric matrix can be harsh and often
cause denaturation of the active agent. Recently, extensive efforts have
been done by researchers to form safe carrier as drug delivery systems
(DDS). Therefore, using the biodegradable polymers in DDS has been
increased dramatically [6,7]. Among the various biodegradable poly-
mers; natural polysaccharide gums. Natural polysaccharide gums are
used in DDS due to its excellent properties including; biodegradable,
biocompatible, non-toxic, available and less expensive [8,9].

Great amount of research in the field of biodegradable micro par-
ticles and some research related to biodegradable nanoparticles, con-
taining peptide or protein drugs have been available in the literature
[10]. Researchers suggested that curcumin encapsulated into BSA na-
noparticles are a new drug delivery system for cancer therapy [11].
Also, the same research team reported that a folic acid conjugated de-
livery of chrysin-loaded bovine serum albumin nanoparticles were de-
monstrating better biocompatibility and potential superiority, could be
a suitable cancer therapy in targeting tumors in the future [12].

Xanthan gum (XG) is an example of water-soluble anionic natural
polysaccharide gums that has been used widely in various applications
such as food, oil-recovery, cosmetics, water-based paints, petroleum,
tissue engineering, biomedical and drug delivery [13–15].
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XG is extracted from Gram-negative bacterium (Xanthomonas cam-
pestris) [16]. In 1969, XG was approved by the US Food and Drug Ad-
ministration (FDA) [17]. XG structure is composed of repeating pen-
tasachharide units with molecular formula C35H49O29 (Fig. 1), from
which two D-glucose units linked through β (1–4) glycosidic bond in
backbone chain, this is similar to cellulose backbone, that linked with
trisaccharide units (two D-mannose and one D-glucuronic acid) in side
chain [18–20]. Recently, various modification methods have been done
on XG to solve its limitations such as microbial contamination, reduce
its thermal stability throughout processing and storage [15,21,22]. XG
drawbacks can be reduced by interacting it with more thermally stable
antimicrobial synthetic biodegradable polymer such as poly (N‑vinyl
imidazole) to form suitable materials for protein delivery.

Poly (N‑vinyl imidazole), (PVI), Fig. 1b, is a water-soluble synthetic
polymer, it is synthesized via free radical polymerization of N‑vinyl
imidazole [23]. PVI contains imidazole moiety that is a main compo-
nent in primary biomacromolecules such as amino acids, nucleic acids,
proteins, hormones and certain vitamins [24]. PVI has excellent prop-
erties such as thermally stable, antimicrobial active, biocompatible and
biodegradable [25]. So, it is widely used in different fields such as fuel
cells, wastewater treatment, gene delivery and pharmaceutical fields
[24–26].

Hydrogels are polymeric three-dimensional (3D) network. They are
synthesized via physical or chemical crosslinking between either
homopolymers or copolymers. They are able to imbibe large amounts of
water or biological fluids due to the presence of hydrophilic groups
along their chains including; hydroxyl (eOH), carboxylic (eCOOH),
sulphonic (eSO3H) groups and imidazole rings [27,28]. They have been
widely used in various fields as drug delivery, pharmaceutical, biome-
dical, chemical engineering and wastewater treatment because they are
biocompatible and have high degree of flexibility due to the high water
content adsorption which is very similar to natural tissues
[7,24,28–32].

Aim of this study is to synthesize novel hydrogel carrier based on
biodegradable polymers for BSA delivery. Characterization of XG/PVI
hydrogel and XG/PVI/BSA matrix was done via different analysis tools
such as FTIR, XRD, FE-SEM and EDX then examined the cytotoxicity
effect of XG/PVI hydrogel against normal cell line (VERO cells).
Different parameters were studied showing the effect on BSA loading,
encapsulation efficiency and in-vitro BSA release. Kinetic studies of BSA
release were done and the structure integrity of BSA released was
confirmed by SDS-PAGE technique.

2. Materials and experimental methods

2.1. Materials

Xanthan gum (XG) was purchased from Alpha-Chemika, India.
Sodium hydroxide and Hydrochloric acid were purchased from Merck-

Germany. Bovine Serum Abumin (BSA), N‑vinyl imidazole, Azo-bis
(isobutyronitrile), Coomassie Brilliant Blue G-250 and acetone were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Germany. Mammalian cell lines
(African green monkey kidney cell lines (VERO cells)) were obtained
from VACSERA-Tissue Culture Unit, Egypt. Crystal violet and trypan
blue dye were purchased from Sigma, USA. Fetal bovine serum,
L‑glutamine, gentamycin, Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM)
and 4‑(2‑hydroxyethyl)‑1‑piperazine ethane sulfonic acid (HEPES)
buffer solution were purchased from Lonza (Basel, Switzerland).

2.2. Experimental methods

2.2.1. Synthesis of poly (N-vinyl imidazole)
Poly (N‑vinyl imidazole), PVI, was synthesized via free radical

polymerization of N‑vinyl imidazole using Azo-bis (isobutyronitrile)
(AIBN) as an initiator [33,34]. Briefly, 0.03 g of AIBN was dissolved in
30mL benzene in two-necked round bottomed flask and stirred at
70 ± 3 °C under N2 atmosphere then 10mL of N‑vinyl imidazole was
dropwisely added to the above solution. Then stirred for 7 h at
70 ± 3 °C. After some time, the product was precipitated in cold
acetone under vigorous stirring, then the precipitate was separated via
filtration using a G2 sintered glass funnel and it was washed several
times with acetone to remove any unreacted monomer. The final pro-
duct was dried in vacuum oven at 40 °C till constant weight. The visc-
osity average molecular weight of PVI was determined as
7.4×105 g·mol−1.

2.2.2. Synthesis of BSA loaded XG/PVI hydrogels
XG (0.1 g) was dissolved in 40mL dist. water under continuous

stirring overnight. The required amount of BSA was completely dis-
solved in 20mL ethanol (70%)/dist. water (2:1) then was homo-
genously dispersed in an aqueous solution of XG.

PVI (0.1 g) was dissolved in 40mL dist. water then it was added
dropwisely to the above mixture and kept under constant stirring for
gelation time (24 h) at room temperature (~30 °C).

After 24 h, the BSA loaded hydrogel precipitate was collected by
filtration using G2 sintered glass funnel. The final product was dried in a
vacuum oven at 40 °C for 24 h till a constant weight was attained and
kept in a desiccator till use. While, unloaded hydrogels were synthe-
sized by the same method without adding BSA.

Synthesis of BSA loaded hydrogels was affected by the following
variables;

1. Total concentrations of XG and PVI were varied by different weight
ratios 1:1, 1:2 and 2:1.

2. Concentration of BSA was varied from 25% to 75% (%w/w of
polymer).

3. Hydrogel formation (gelation) time was changed: 3 h, 6 h, 12 h and
24 h.

Fig. 1. Chemical structure of a) XG and b) PVI.
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The composition of XG/PVI/BSA hydrogels is illustrated in Table 1
as shown.

2.2.3. Cytotoxicity (cell compatibility) assay
Cell compatibility of XG/PVI hydrogel was evaluated against VERO

cell lines using cell viability assay according to literature [35,36]. VERO
cell lines were propagated in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal
bovine serum, 1% L-glutamine, HEPES buffer and 50 μgmL−1 genta-
mycin. The propagated cells were maintained at 37 °C in a humidified
atmosphere with 5% CO2 then were subcultured two to three times a
week. For cytotoxicity assay (cell viability), the cells were seeded in
100 μL of growth medium in 96 well plates at a cell concentration of
1× 104 cells/well. After 24 h of seeding, fresh medium containing
different concentrations of XG/PVI hydrogel was charged to previous
seeded cells. Two-fold serial dilutions (31.25, 62.5125, 250 and
500 μgmL−1) of the XG/PVI hydrogel were added to confluent cell
monolayers dispensed into 96 well, flat-bottomed microtiter plates
((Falcon, NJ, USA) using a multichannel pipette which were incubated
for 48 h in a humidified incubator at 37 °C with 5% CO2. Three wells
were used for each tested sample concentration. Control cells were
incubated without test polymeric sample.

After incubation of the cells, various concentrations of tested sample
were added, and the incubation was continued for 24 h at 37 °C and cell
viability yield was determined by a colorimetric method. After in-
cubation, media were aspirated and 1% crystal violet solution was
added to each well for 30min then the plates were rinsed well using
dist. water until all excess stain was removed. 30% of glacial acetic acid
was added to all wells. The plates were shaken on Microplate reader
then the absorbance was measured at 490 nm. All experiments were
carried out in triplicates and % of cell viability of each tested polymeric
sample was calculated according to its optical density using the fol-
lowing Eq. (1):

= − ×%Cell Viability [1 (ODt/ODc)] 100 (1)

where ODt= the mean optical density of wells treated with polymeric
sample and ODc= the mean optical density of untreated cells.

The half maximum inhibitory concentrations (IC50) of polymeric
sample is defined as the sample concentration required to cause toxic
effects in 50% of intact cells. It was estimated in every case from dose
response curve, it is the relation of surviving cells (% cell viability) and
tested sample concentrations, using Graphpad Prism software.

Microscopic observation of the VERO cells treated with the purified
compounds; after the end of the treatment, the plates were inverted to
remove the medium, the wells were washed three times with 100 μL of
PBS and then the cells were fixed on the plate with 10% formalin for
15min at room temperature. The fixed cells were stained with 100 μL of
0.25% crystal violet for 20min. The stain was removed and the plates
were rinsed using deionized water to remove the excess of stain then
allowed to dry. The cellular morphology was observed using an in-
verted microscope (CKX41; Olympus, Japan) equipped with digital
microscopy camera to capture the images representing the morpholo-
gical changes compared to control cells [37].

2.2.4. Encapsulation efficiency and loading of BSA
BSA was chosen as a model for protein drug in this work, to explore

the protein loading and release property of XG/PVI hydrogel. The
percentage of drug loading and encapsulation efficiency (%DL and %
EE, respectively) for BSA in XG/PVI hydrogel was determined ac-
cording to Bradford method [38]. Briefly, 10mg BSA loaded hydrogels
was dissolved in 10mL Benzyl alcohol/dist. water mixture (1:9). The
tested samples were continuously shaken for 12 h to extract BSA from
hydrogels into aqueous phase. After that, samples were centrifuged at
2000 rpm then the BSA concentration was evaluated using Coomassie
brilliant blue G250 protein assay. All experiments were done in tripli-
cates and mean average of data was taken± standard deviation (SD).
The supernatant of unloaded hydrogels with BSA was used as blank.

%DL and %EE were calculated according to the following Eqs. (2)
and (3).

= −

×

%DL (initial BSA loaded extracted BSA in supernatant)

/total weigh of hydrogel) 100 (2)

= −

×

%EE (initial BSA loaded extracted BSA in supernatant)

/initial BSA loaded) 100 (3)

2.2.5. In-vitro BSA release study
The percentage of BSA release from BSA loaded XG/PVI hydrogels

was determined using Coomassie brilliant blue assay [38]. Briefly,
100mg BSA loaded hydrogel was dispersed in 8mL PBS then was in-
cubated in a shaking incubator (70 rpm) at 37 °C at different time in-
tervals (12, 24, 48, 96 and 120 h).

After incubation time, the samples were centrifuged for 5min at
2000 rpm then 4mL of the supernatant that contains BSA was replaced
with 4mL fresh PBS. The concentration of BSA in supernatant at dif-
ferent time intervals was evaluated using Coomassie brilliant blue G250
protein assay. The percentage of BSA cumulative release was calculated
according to the following Eq. (4).

=

×

BSA release% (concentration of BSA in supernatant

/initial concentration of BSA) 100 (4)

The profile of BSA release % from XG/PVI/BSA hydrogels was es-
tablished from relation between percentages of BSA cumulative release
versus different incubation time intervals.

All experiments of BSA release were done in triplicates for each
sample of hydrogels and mean average of results were taken.

2.2.6. SDS-PAGE studies
The structural integrity of BSA was determined by sodium dodecyl

sulfate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE (using the
method described by Laemmli method [4]. The BSA released from the
XG/PVI hydrogel were also lyophilized and reconstituted in PBS. The
released BSA, native BSA, and a molecular weight reference marker
were mixed with sample dilution buffer [1.5M Tris/HCl pH 6.8, 8% (w/
v) SDS, 40% (v/v) glycerol and 0.01% bromophenol blue], then boiled
for 2 mins prior to electrophoresis and finally, it was separated by SDS-
PAGE in a 1.5 mm thick, 4% stacking gel and 12% resolving gel. The
electrophoresis was performed in a Protean II vertical electrophoresis
cell (Bio-Rad) at 200 V. The bands were visualized by Coomassie blue
staining.

2.2.7. Swell ability study
Kinetic study of the swell ability of equal weight ratio XG/PVI hy-

drogel was done in acidic buffer solution (pH 2) and PBS (pH 7.4)
through different time intervals (15min to 300min) at 37 °C.

50mg of hydrogel (Wo) was immersed in 25mL buffer solution at
different time intervals (15min to 300min). The swollen hydrogel was
removed from buffer solution then excess surface water was removed
with filter paper then finally, the swollen hydrogel was weighed (Ws).

Table 1
Composition of BSA loaded hydrogels with different variables.

Variables Sample code XG/PVI
(%w/w)

BSA conc.
(%w/w)

Gelation time
(h)

Polymer
concentrations

S1 1:1 25% 24
S2 1:2 25% 24
S3 2:1 25% 24

BSA concentrations S4 1:1 50% 24
S5 1:1 75% 24

Gelation time S6 1:1 25% 3
S7 1:1 25% 6
S8 1:1 25% 12
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The percentage of the swell ability (water uptake %) was calculated
according to the following Eq. (5) [39].

= ×Water uptake% [ Ws–Wo/Wo] 100 (5)

where, Ws weight of swollen XG/PVI hydrogel and Wo weight of dry
XG/PVI hydrogel.

2.2.8. Kinetic study of BSA release
Drug release rate from polymeric matrix depends on different fac-

tors such as degree of gelation, chain relaxation, erosion and hydration
of polymer [40]. The data of rate of in-vitro BSA release from XG/PVI/
BSA matrix in PBS was fitted to Koresmeyer model, Eq. (6) [40,41] to
determine the mechanism of BSA release from polymer matrix.

= +∞Ln (M /M ) ln k n ln tt (6)

where Mt and M∞ are the amount of BSA released at definite time t and
at infinite time, respectively, k is rate constant of BSA release and n is
the diffusion exponent that indicates the type of mechanism of protein
release. The mechanism of BSA released from XG/PVI/BSA matrix de-
pends on n values;

i). Fickian (diffusion controlled) release, if n values in range from 0.45
to 0.5.

ii). Non-Fickian (diffusion and erosion controlled) release, if n values
in range from 0.5 to 0.89.

iii). Case II (zero order) transport, if n values in range from 0.89 to 1.0.
iv). Super case II transport, if n values> 1.0.

3. Characterization of XG/PVI and XG/PVI/BSA matrix

Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectra of XG, PVI, XG/PVI, BSA
and XG/PVI/BSA matrix were done using Jasco FTIR 4100 spectro-
meter (Japan) through the frequency range of 600–4000 cm−1.

X–Ray Diffraction (XRD) spectra of tested samples were done using
an X–ray powder diffractometer (X'Pert PRO) with Secondary
Monochromator, Cu-radiation (λ=1.542 Å) at 45 K.V., 35M.A. and
scanning speed 0.02°S−1. The diffraction peaks between 2θ=3°–60°.

Surface morphology of tested samples was examined by a field
emission scanning electron microscope, FE-SEM, (Quanta 250 FEG), FEI
Company, Netherlands with a magnification ×1000 and accelerating
voltage 30 KV. Tested samples were prepared by placing a small part of
the film on a carbon tape on a stub then were coated with a thin layer of
gold.

The difference of chemical composition (elemental analysis) be-
tween tested samples was evaluated by Energy Dispersive X-ray ana-
lyses (EDX) unit (AMETEK®, USA) that is attached with FE-SEM and set
up with energy 5.4 keV.

The integrity of BSA release was evaluated by SDS-PAGE electro-
phoresis that was performed in a Protean II vertical electrophoresis cell
(Bio-Rad) at 200 V.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Characterization of XG/PVI hydrogel and XG/PVI/BSA matrix

4.1.1. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy
FTIR spectra of XG, PVI, XG/PVI hydrogel, BSA and BSA loaded

hydrogels are shown in Fig. 2a, b. XG spectrum was previously dis-
cussed in details by the same authors [42], XG spectrum showed two
absorption peaks at 3431 cm−1 and 2922 cm−1 related to stretching
vibration of hydroxyl (eOH) groups and SP3 hydrocarbon (CeH)
groups, respectively.

Also, it showed two absorption peaks at 1639 cm−1 and 1420 cm−1

corresponded to asymmetric and symmetric carboxylate groups, re-
spectively. Furthermore, a broad peak appeared at 1065 cm−1 assigned
for stretching vibration of glycosidic (CeOeC) bond. While, PVI

spectrum showed two absorption peaks at 3109 cm−1and 2922 cm−1

assigned for stretching vibration of SP2 (olefin) hydrocarbon (]CeH)
groups in imidazole ring and SP3 (aliphatic) hydrocarbon (eCeH)
groups in chain, respectively.

Furthermore, sharp absorption peak appeared at 1647 cm−1 related
to stretching vibration of C]C groups in imidazole ring. Moreover, two
absorption peaks appeared at 1498 cm−1 and 912 cm−1 assigned for
stretching vibration of CeC and C]N (ring) groups of imidazole ring,
respectively, and two sharp absorption peaks appeared at
1415 cm−1and 1083 cm−1 corresponded to in-plane bending vibration
of CeH groups.

Moreover, three absorption peaks appeared at 1287 cm−1,
1229 cm−1and 669 cm−1 referred to stretching vibration of CeN
groups. Also, two peaks for out-of-plane bending vibration of CeH
groups in imidazole ring appeared at 822 cm−1 and 743 cm−1. Similar
FTIR spectrum of PVI was reported in literature [27,33]. However, FTIR
spectrum of XG/PVI hydrogel exhibited broad absorption peak at
3425 cm−1 corresponded to hydroxyl (eOH) groups in XG structure,
this peak was getting broader and was shifted to a lower wavenumber
than that found in XG structure itself which may be due to H-bonding
interactions between OH groups in XG and vinyl imidazole rings in PVI.
It showed absorption peak at 3109 cm−1 related to SP2 hydrocarbon
groups in PVI structure and absorption peak at 2922 cm−1 referring to
stretching vibration aliphatic hydrocarbon groups in XG and PVI. Also,
a sharp absorption peak appeared at 1619 cm−1 assigned for stretching
vibration of asymmetric carboxylate anion groups in XG and C]C
(ring) groups in PVI. Moreover, two peaks appeared at 1498 cm−1 and
915 cm−1 corresponded to CeC and C]N (ring) groups in PVI and
another new absorption peak appeared at 1415 cm−1 assigned for
symmetric carboxylate anion groups in XG and in-plane bending vi-
bration of CeH groups in PVI.

Furthermore, three absorption peaks appeared at
1280 cm−1,1229 cm−1and 662 cm−1 related to CeN groups in PVI and
a broad peak appeared at 1090 cm−1 corresponded to glycosidic
(CeOeC) bond in XG and in-plane bending CeH groups in PVI. Finally,
two peaks appeared at 820 cm−1 and 740 cm−1 assigned for out-of-
plane bending of CeH groups in PVI. FTIR spectrum of XG/PVI hy-
drogel showed some characteristic peaks of both XG and PVI which
confirmed the formation of hydrogel between XG and PVI via physical
crosslinking (H-bonding interactions).

Fig. 2b illustrates the FTIR spectra of BSA and BSA loaded hydrogel.
FTIR spectrum of BSA showed characteristic absorption peaks for pro-
tein. It exhibited broad absorption peak at 3417 cm−1 referred to
stretching vibration of amino (eNH2) groups and hydroxyl groups of
carboxylic (eCOOH) groups. Also, it showed absorption peak at
2952 cm−1 assigned for stretching vibration of SP3 (eCeH) hydro-
carbon groups. In addition, three absorption peaks appeared at
1654 cm−1,1525 cm−1 and 1246 cm−1 corresponded to stretching vi-
bration of carbonyl (C]O) groups (amide I), secondary amine (eNH−)
groups (amide II) and amide III, respectively. These observations were
similar to FTIR spectrum of BSA reported in literature [38,43,44].
While, the FTIR spectrum of BSA loaded hydrogel (XG/PVI/BSA) is
compared with FTIR spectra of BSA, XG and PVI and it clearly showed
that the characteristic absorption peaks of amide I, II and III in BSA
were shifted to 1632 cm−1, 1502 cm−1 and 1232 cm−1, respectively,
while the absorption peak at 3431 cm−1 was shifted to 3417 cm−1 and
became broader, also, it showed the characteristic absorption peaks of
XG and PVI. These observations indicated that XG/PVI could envelop
BSA through H-bonding interactions.

4.1.2. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis
Crystallinity of XG, PVI, XG/PVI hydrogel, BSA and XG/PVI/BSA

matrix structure is illustrated by XRD patterns in Fig. 3a,b. XG pattern
showed a small broad diffraction peak at 2θ=20°, so, it had amor-
phous nature, this observation was previously reported in details by the
same authors [42]. While, XRD pattern of PVI exhibited two diffraction
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peaks at 2θ=12° and 21.7° attributed to the crystalline nature of PVI
structure, the XRD pattern of PVI was similar to results reported in
literature [45]. However, XRD pattern of XG/PVI hydrogel showed one
broad diffraction peak at 2θ=20.6° with more intensity than the dif-
fraction peak in XG pattern, indicated homogenous distribution of XG
through PVI chains and formation of intermolecular H-bond.

Moreover, XRD pattern of BSA (Fig. 3b) showed two broad dif-
fraction peaks at 2θ=9° and 20.5° related to the crystalline nature of
protein resulting for intermolecular H-bonding interactions between
protein chains [38]. However, XRD pattern of BSA loaded hydrogel
(XG/PVI/BSA) illustrated only one broad diffraction peak at 2θ=20°
which was similar to XG/PVI hydrogel pattern but with higher intensity
than XRD pattern of BSA and XG/PVI hydrogel due to the increase in
the degree of bonding between BSA, XG and PVI chains, while, the
diffraction peak of BSA - at 2θ=9° - disappeared in XRD pattern of XG/
PVI/BSA matrix which indicated the change of BSA from its native
crystalline nature to semi-crystalline state. These observations con-
firmed that BSA was homogenously dispersed into the XG/PVI hy-
drogel.

4.1.3. Field emission-scanning Electron microscope (FE-SEM)
Surface morphology of XG, PVI, XG/PVI hydrogel, BSA and XG/

PVI/BSA matrix was investigated by FE-SEM. FE-SEM images are

illustrated in Fig. 4 (magnification ×1000). The images showed en-
ormous changes in surface morphology between all examined samples.
The surface morphology of XG was previously described by the same
authors [42] as irregular surface that looks like lobules. While, FE-SEM
image of PVI showed highly irregular cavities with small pores on its
surface. However, the surface of XG/PVI hydrogel was completely
changed into rough and fibrous surface with many pores. Consequently,
the surface morphology supported the hydrogel formation between PVI
and XG chains. FE-SEM image of BSA showed that BSA surface was
irregular in shape as lobules. FE-SEM images of BSA loaded hydrogel
were shown at different magnifications [(1000 (e1), 2000 (e2) and
4000 (e3)].

All three images of XG/PVI/BSA showed roughness and irregular
shape with large cavities. Consequently, the surface morphology sup-
ported that BSA could be enveloped in XG/PVI hydrogel inside the large
cavities found on the hydrogel surface.

4.1.4. Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis
The elemental composition of investigated samples (XG, PVI, XG/

PVI hydrogel, BSA and BSA loaded hydrogel) was examined using EDX
analysis and the data is shown in Fig. 5. The EDX spectrum of XG ex-
hibited three characteristic peaks at 0.278, 0.532 and 1.04 keV referred
to three elements C, O and Na, respectively, which are the main

Fig. 2. FTIR spectra of a) XG, PVI and XG/PVI hydrogel and b) BSA and XG/PVI/BSA matrix.

Fig. 3. XRD patterns of a) XG, PVI and XG/PVI hydrogel and b) BSA and XG/PVI/BSA matrix.
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composition of XG.
While, EDX spectrum of PVI showed only two peaks at 0.272 and

0.393 KeV assigned for two elements C and N, respectively, the main
elements of PVI composition. However, the spectrum of XG/PVI hy-
drogel showed the presence of peaks corresponded to different elements
such as C, N, O and Na elements at 0.272, 0.393, 0.538 and 1.05 keV,
respectively, the main compositions of both XG and PVI.

On the other hand, the spectrum of BSA illustrated the presence of
peaks corresponded to different elements present in BSA such as C, N, O
and S at 0.274, 0.390, 0.538 and 2.316 keV, respectively, the main
composition of protein (BSA).

EDX spectrum of BSA was similar to that reported in literature
[46,47]. Moreover, EDX spectrum of BSA loaded hydrogel (XG/PVI/
BSA) showed different peaks at 0.272, 0.393, 0.530, 1.021 and
2.323 keV corresponded to C, N, O, Na and S elements, respectively.
The presence of sulfur peak in XG/PVI/BSA spectrum proved the suc-
cessful loading of BSA within the XG/PVI hydrogel.

All the above characterizations proved the mechanism of the reac-
tion between BSA and XG/PVI hydrogel as shown in Scheme 1.

4.2. BSA loading and encapsulation efficiency

The percentage of BSA loading and encapsulation efficiency (%DL
and %EE, respectively) within XG/PVI hydrogel was affected by dif-
ferent variables such as polymers concentration in which different
weight ratios between XG and PVI (1:1, 1:2 and 2:1 with code S1, S2
and S3, respectively) were used, different loaded BSA concentrations
(25%, 50% and 75% w/w of total polymers weight with codes S1, S4
and S5, respectively) and different gelation times were used in pre-
paration of XG/PVI/BSA matrix (3 h, 6 h,12 h and 24 h with codes S6,
S7, S8 and S1, respectively) and the data is tabulated in Table 2. As for
the effect of polymer concentration, the other variables were kept
constant (gelation time=24 h and BSA concentration=25%). The
data showed that XG/PVI/BSA matrix with weight ratios 1:2 and 2:1
(S2 and S3, respectively) gave less %DL and %EE than XG/PVI/BSA
matrix with equal weight ratio, because the increase in XG concentra-
tion may increase the entangled (distance) between XG and PVI chains
(increased the free volume of the matrix), while, the increase in PVI
concentration may increase the amount of irregular cavities and small

pores on XG/PVI surface that led to reduction in the interaction be-
tween BSA and polymeric (XG/PVI) matrix. However, equal weight
ratio between XG and PVI increased the rigidity of gel matrix leading to
larger amount of BSA to be loaded onto XG/PVI hydrogel.

As for the effect of BSA concentration, the polymer concentration
was kept constant [equal weight ratio (1:1)] and gelation time was 24 h.
The data illustrated an increase in %DL and %EE with increasing BSA
concentration to reach % DL 59.50% and %EE 99.17% for the highest
BSA concentration (75%). This may be due to increasing BSA con-
centration increases interaction between BSA and polymeric matrix
leading to an increase in the amount of loaded BSA onto XG/PVI hy-
drogel.

Moreover, as for the effect of different gelation times (3 h, 6 h, 12 h
and 24 h) on BSA %DL and %EE within XG/PVI hydrogel, keeping other
variables constant (BSA concentration was 25% and polymer con-
centration was equal weight ratio (1:1)). The data showed an increase
in both %DL and %EE with increasing gelation time to reach a max-
imum value at 24 h. Increasing the time of matrix formation may in-
crease the interaction of BSA with the polymer leading to an increase in
the insertion of BSA within XG/PVI hydrogel to form XG/PVI/BSA
matrix which increased both % DL and %EE.

4.3. Kinetic studies of swellability for XG/PVI hydrogel

The swelling uptake behavior of the polymeric matrix control the
drug release [9]. The swelling rate of equal weight ratio of XG/PVI
hydrogel was studied in acidic buffer (pH 2) and PBS (pH 7.4) at dif-
ferent time intervals (15min to 300min) at 37 °C. Results are re-
presented in Fig. 6 showing that the swelling rate of XG/PVI hydrogel
increased with increasing the time intervals.

The percentage of water taken by the hydrogel in PBS was higher
than that taken in acidic buffer solution. There are different functional
groups in XG/PVI hydrogel such as hydroxyl (eOH), carboxylate
(eCOO−) and imidazole rings. In acidic buffer solution (pH 2), there is
an electrostatic repulsive force between the acidic medium and the
hydroxyl groups in the hydrogel that led to a decrease in the swell-
ability of XG/PVI hydrogel in acidic buffer. However, in PBS (slightly
alkaline), the hydroxyl groups were ionized and exerted electrostatic
repulsive forces with other ionized groups (carboxylate (eCOO−) and

Fig. 4. SEM images of a) XG, b) PVI, c) XG/PVI hydrogel, d) BSA and e1) XG/PVI/BSA matrix at magnification ×1000, while, e2) and e3) XG/PVI/BSA at
magnification ×2000 and 4000, respectively.
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imidazole groups) leading to an increase in the % water uptake which
led to an increase in the concentration of counter ions inside the
polymeric matrix and a presence of osmotic pressure difference be-
tween the internal and external buffer solution of XG/PVI hydrogel. The
swellability of XG/PVI hydrogel balanced the increase in osmotic
pressure [48]. The more swellability of the polymeric matrix, the more
BSA release % from it [9,39].

The previous observations confirmed that BSA release rate in PBS
was higher than that in acidic buffer solution according to the swell-
ability behavior of XG/PVI hydrogel network.

These results were similar to diclofenac sodium release from sodium
carboxymethyl locust bean gum and sodium carboxymethyl cellulose
interpenetrating network [9] and ibuprofen from sodium carbox-
ymethyl xanthan and sodium alginate interpenetrating network [39].

4.4. In-vitro BSA release

Various formulation variables such as the polymer (XG and PVI)
concentrations, the gelation time and the concentration of loaded BSA
affected the extent of BSA release in PBS and the results are illustrated
in Fig. 7.

4.4.1. Effect of polymer concentrations
BSA release from XG/PVI/BSA matrix, prepared using different XG

and PVI concentrations (XG: PVI weight ratios) (w/w) 1:1 (S1), 1:2 (S2)
and 2:1 (S3) at constant gelation time (24 h) and BSA concentration
(25% w/w of total polymers), in PBS against different incubation time
intervals is represented in Fig. 7a. From all prepared samples, BSA was
gradually released with increase in the incubation time intervals from
12 h to 120 h. At 120 h, BSA release reached to 79.6%, 92.8% and 100%
for S1, S2 and S3, respectively.

Protein release from hydrophilic hydrogel depends on both the
matrix type and its rigidity [39]. The results showed that the increase in
the total XG concentration “XG (2): PVI (1)” gave the highest BSA re-
lease at 120 h, because the increase in XG concentration may result in
more entangled system (increased the distance between XG and PVI
chains, due to the amorphous nature of XG). Increased matrix free

Scheme 1. Proposed mechanism for synthesis of XG/PVI hydrogel and XG/PVI/BSA matrix.

Table 2
Effect of polymer concentrations forming XG/PVI hydrogels, BSA concentra-
tions and gelation time on BSA loading (%DL) and Encapsulation Efficiency (%
EE).

Variables Sample code %DL %EE

Polymer concentrations S1 19.63 ± 0.03 98.13 ± 0.15
S2 17.46 ± 0.05 87.29 ± 0.03
S3 16.72 ± 0.02 83.66 ± 0.01

BSA concentrations S4 39.49 ± 0.06 98.73 ± 0.15
S5 59.50 ± 0.02 99.17 ± 0.03

Gelation time S6 18.02 ± 0.02 90.21 ± 0.02
S7 19.43 ± 0.01 97.15 ± 0.01
S8 19.54 ± 0.02 97.66 ± 0.12

Fig. 6. Kinetic swell ability study of equal weight ratio XG/PVI (1:1 w/w)
hydrogel in acidic buffer (pH 2) and in phosphate buffer saline (pH 7.4).
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volume increased BSA release from the matrix. While, matrix with
equal weight ratio showed less BSA release than other ratios, as the
rigidity of gel matrix increased and the free volume of matrix decreased
leading to a decrease in BSA release.

4.4.2. Effect of BSA concentrations
Effect of loaded BSA concentration on the release dynamics of BSA

out of XG/PVI/BSA matrix in PBS was studied. The matrix was prepared
using equal weight ratio of XG and PVI at gelation time 24 h, and the
results are shown in Fig. 7b. Results showed that the increase in loaded
BSA concentration from 25% to 75% (w/w) of the total polymer led to a
decrease in BSA release in PBS through incubation time intervals. BSA
release is controlled by both protein diffusion within the polymeric
matrix and the relaxational process of the polymer on solvent pene-
tration [39].

The least BSA concentration loaded onto XG/PVI hydrogel formed
large pore fraction led to higher swelling and fast BSA release in PBS.
However, the highest loaded BSA concentration (75%) showed the least
BSA released, because larger amounts of loaded BSA cause larger in-
teractions to polymeric matrix causing reduction and shrinkage of
cavities and pores of XG/PVI/BSA matrix leading to a decrease in BSA
release. The decrease in BSA release with an increase in loaded BSA
concentration is similar to the release of other proteins in literature
[39,49,50].

4.4.3. Effect of gelation time
Effect of gelation time of matrix formation (3 h, 6 h, 12 h and 24 h

with codes S6, S7, S8 and S1) was studied on BSA release out of XG/
PVI/BSA matrix through different incubation time intervals from 12 h
to 120 h, keeping the other variables constant (XG: PVI (1:1 w/w) and
BSA concentration was 25%) and results are represented in Fig. 7c.

The results indicated that all the prepared samples (S1, S6, S7 and
S8) showed that BSA was gradually released in PBS with increasing the
incubation time. Also, it indicated that increasing the gelation time had
led to a decrease in BSA release from polymeric matrix, due to the in-
crease in the gelation time in preparation of XG/PVI/BSA matrix which
led to an increase in the matrix rigidity (reduction in the matrix free
volume) leading to a decrease in BSA release. So, the gelation time 3 h
(S6) exhibited the highest BSA release in PBS (100% of BSA was re-
leased at incubation time 48 h). A decrease in BSA release with an in-
crease in the gelation time was similar to results reported in literature
[9,39].

4.5. Kinetic studies of BSA release

Kinetic studies of BSA release out of the loaded hydrogels against
different time intervals were studied in PBS at 37 °C under different
factors; polymer concentrations, BSA concentrations and gelation time.
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Table 3
Kinetic parameters and mechanism of BSA release from XG/PVI matrix under
different factor such as polymer concentration, BSA concentration and gelation
time.

Sample code Koresmeyer model

R2 K n Mechanism of release

S1 0.9815 0.0256 0.7335 non-Fickian
S2 0.9755 0.0328 0.7205 non-Fickian
S3 0.9595 0.0437 0.6854 non-Fickian
S4 0.9900 0.0031 0.7723 non-Fickian
S5 0.9874 0.0014 0.8161 non-Fickian
S6 0.9842 0.0291 0.9260 Case II
S7 0.9467 0.0514 0.6558 non-Fickian
S8 0.9633 0.0263 0.7774 non-Fickian

k is rate constant of BSA release, n is the diffusion exponent and R2 is the
correlation coefficient.
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The data was fitted to Koresmeyer model and is tabulated in Table 3.
The data showed that the diffusion exponent values (n) in the range
from 0.6854 to 0.926, so the mechanism of BSA release out of XG/PVI/
BSA matrix followed non-Fickian release mechanism. However, case II
transport was observed for XG/PVI/BSA matrix at gelation time 3 h.
BSA release out of matrix was retarded by a combination of diffusion
and erosion controlled release. However, XG/PVI/BSA matrix at gela-
tion time 3 h may be insufficient for the formation of homogeneous gel
structure leading to a slight erosion of the polymeric matrix. These
results were similar to others reported for kinetic BSA release out of
chitosan/alginate nanoparticles in PBS solution [40,41].

4.6. Study of the structural integrity of encapsulated BSA

The structural integrity of BSA released out of XG/PVI/BSA matrix
into PBS medium (pH 7.4) was analyzed by SDS-PAGE analysis followed
by Coomassie brilliant blue staining (Fig. 8). SDS-PAGE is the most
widely used principal method for separating proteins based only on

differences in their molecular weights [5]. According to Fig. 8, the
molecular weight marker and BSA standard were shown in Lanes 1 and
2, respectively, showing a clear band at about 66 KD.

The released samples of BSA (after 24 h and 120 h) out of XG/PVI/
BSA matrix into PBS medium were shown in Lanes 3 and 4, respectively
(Fig. 8). Also, the results showed clear bands in Lanes 3 and 4, re-
spectively, of BSA released after 24 h and 120 h, respectively.

These results confirmed that the encapsulated BSA did not suffer
from any aggregation or fragmentation during its release out of poly-
meric matrix. So, all these results confirmed that entrapment procedure
and release conditions did not have any effect on structural integrity of
BSA. These observations were similar to others reported in literature
[4,51].

4.7. Cytotoxicity (cell compatibility) assay of XG/PVI hydrogel

Cytotoxicity is a significant factor when choosing proper vectors for
protein delivery [52]. To act as a safe protein carrier, the matrix itself
must have a low toxicity. Herein, the cytotoxicity of XG/PVI hydrogel
was investigated against VERO cell lines using colorimetric assay.
VERO cell lines were cultured with different concentrations of XG/PVI
hydrogel samples for 24 h. The results are illustrated in Fig. 9a. It
showed that concentration of hydrogel (≤250 μgmL−1) exhibited
nearly no cytotoxicity against VERO cells, while, at concentration
500 μgmL−1, XG/PVI hydrogel exhibited less cytotoxicity effect on
VERO cells. These results indicated the good biocompatibility of this
novel synthesized hydrogel as BSA delivery system. Also, it was similar
to other results that had been reported in literature [53]. To further
illustrate the low cytotoxicity of XG/PVI hydrogel, the morphological
changes occurred to Vero cells after incubation with tested hydrogel
were visualized by inverted microscope. The microscopic examination
of VERO cells incubated for 24 h with different concentrations of hy-
drogel compared to control cells (untreated cells) is shown in Fig. 9b.
These results also suggested the biocompatibility of XG/PVI hydrogel to
be used as a protein delivery carrier from the data obtained via mi-
croscopic examination.

Fig. 8. SDS-PAGE gel of BSA released from XG/PVI/BSA matrix under PBS
medium (pH 7.4). Lane 1: molecular weight marker, Lane 2: BSA standard, Lane
3 and Lane 4: BSA released from XG/PVI/BSA matrix into PBS medium after
24 h and 120 h, respectively.

Fig. 9. a) the percentage of cell viability of different concentrations of XG/PVI hydrogel sample after 24 h incubation with VERO cell lines and b) microscope
examination of VERO cells that incubated 24 h with different concentrations of hydrogel samples and compared with control cells (untreated cells).
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5. Conclusions

In the present study, novel hydrogel based on biodegradable poly-
mers, xanthan gum (XG) and poly (N-vinyl imidazole) (PVI), as a carrier
for a model protein bovine serum albumin (BSA), was successfully
synthesized. The structure of XG/PVI hydrogel and XG/PVI/BSA matrix
was characterized via different analysis tools including; FTIR, XRD, FE-
SEM and EDX. The results showed BSA was enveloped in XG/PVI hy-
drogel. Cytotoxicity of XG/PVI hydrogel was investigated against VERO
cell lines. Cytotoxicity results showed that XG/PVI hydrogel had no
cytotoxic effects and confirmed that it had a good biocompatibility for
protein delivery. The percentage of BSA loading (%DL), encapsulation
efficiency (%EE) and in-vitro BSA release out of hydrogels were esti-
mated in PBS (pH 7.4) as a function of the various investigated para-
meters such as polymer concentrations, BSA concentrations and gela-
tion time. The data showed that both %DL and %EE increased with
increasing both gelation time and concentration of loaded BSA and
decreased with increasing the polymer concentration to reach the
maximum values 59.50% and 99.17%, respectively at conditions of
weight ratio of XG: PVI (1:1 w/w %), gelation time was 24 h and
concentration of loaded BSA was 75% (w/w, of total polymers weight).

On the other hand, the data of in-vitro BSA release exhibited that %
of BSA release increased with increasing the polymer concentrations
and a reduction in gelation time intervals and concentration of loaded
BSA. Moreover, Kinetic studies of the in-vitro BSA release out of XG/
PVI/BSA matrix followed non-Fickian and case II transport mechanism.
Finally, the structural integrity of BSA released out of XG/PVI/BSA
matrix was investigated using SDS-PAGE gel technique and the results
confirmed that structural integrity of BSA was not affected by either
loading or release conditions. So, the results confirmed that novel XG/
PVI hydrogel is a good carrier for protein delivery.
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